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PHI CAR 
TOTAL: 46, Implied: 21.5/24.5, CAR -3,  

- Two quality defenses, short rest 
- CAR -- 8th to QB, 11 RB, 12 QB 
- PHI- 16th to QB, 5 RB, 27 to WR 
- Here’s a realllllly interesting stat- these are the two best Olines in PFF grade so far this 

year- 1 and 2 
- The tempting thought would be to play the Car pass catchers, and while its a decent 

matchup let’s remember, Thursdays are bad for fantasy WRs on thursday night 
underperform with 35% consistency 

- I’m a fade on this one-- I think it’s a great watch and learn game tbh 
- Twist my arm? McCaffery and Benjamin...but I’m not liking this one- I think it’s an 

interesting moment for both teams-- CAR trying to prove they’ve righted the ship, PHI 
proving that they are legit leader in NFC east 

CHI/BAL 
40 16/23 BAL -7 

- Trubisky looked good, four key plays were turned over last night on suspect calls 
- First pass into the red zone- holding, Jordan howard TD Run- holding, Another 

pass into the RZ- OPI and then Fox failed to call TO on a 4th-1 
- They could have won that game- kid looked good -Here’s the thing- he’s on film now and 

those BAL defenders are going to prey on all his tendencies  
- Here’s the matchup 

- CHI 15,16, 5, 19 
- BAL 10, 21, 7 

- Neither offense inspires confidence but I think we could look at Howard as a low owned 
option at RB this week-- he had 19 touches yesteday for 76 yards, a 40 yard td called 
back on a so-so holidng call and MIN ranks significantly higher in AFPA than baltimore 

- Point being- BAL is suspetible to the run, 123 ruyds per game and if John fox can run, 
he will run  

- This game could be a total dud, but I think there is some interesting GPP merit here, 
public will fade the low total 

NYG/DEN SUN NIGHT 
40, 15/25, -11.5 

- This is going to be a blood bath 
- Not a single weapon on Giants, best defense in football, after a week of rest at home 

- Giants-- 19, 26, 2, 31 
- DEN- 17, 1, 19, 23 

- Honestly, CJ anderson will go underowned on FD main slate and he is super appealing 
here We saw melvin gordon get back on track against this team, home favorite plenty of 
rest, positive game script, all there for CJ but that’s it…. 

- Broncos def very much in play-- I’m scared for Eli’s life 
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LAR/JAX 
43.5- 20/23 Jax -2.5 

- Runnng backs anyone?  
- LAR-- 11, 32, 11, 18 
- JAX- 1, 28, 3, 24 

- Listen this is tough spot for both QBs and I think there is pedigree for both defenses, I’ll 
watch for that 

- As for Gurley v Fournette? Has to be Fournette, at home, LAR has been gashed, we 
know the volume will be there and we saw that Gurley may struggle with an elite defense 
last week and Goff won’t catch a break in the passing game 

- Leonard it is  
 
TB/ARI 
44, 21/23 TB-2 

- This feels ugly, very ugly, a trap really 
- We have an ARI def that just got carved up by PHI at home and TB offense that can 

really throw the ball and an ARI offense that ONLY throws the ball  
- TB allowing 28, 7, 32, 4 
- ARI  25, 9, 30, 13 

- It sets up as an amazing Djax spot, but an obvious one that is irritatingly clear ARI just 
got smoked deep, we know evans will get peterson 

- And on the ARI side, we have to go back to these WRs who are getting one of the worst 
pass def in the NFL-- larry in play again 

- But here’s why it feels like a trap-- ARI o line is terrible and ARI def has been solid at 
home this year 

- We have seen some dream spots for the bucs and jameis and they simply haven’t 
exploded for fantasy value, they can really throw the ball but this game feels like a spot 
that could be a total letdown 

 
CLE/HOU 
45, 17.5/27.5 HOU-10 

- Heavy home favorites, but not starting Lamar Miller- sneaky good rush defense, we 
know that 

- Hopkins and Watson very much in play here- CLE 32 in AFPA to the QB and 18 to the 
WR 

- We’ve seen WR1 torch this team -- However, for the first time all season in week 4 
mcCourty started shadowing AJ green after the TD 97% of routes held him to two 
recpetions and 31 yards, that’s a big deal 

- McCourty has been phenomonoal this year 91.4 positional grade currently 2 overall 
- Simple maneuver here-- pivot to Fuller or play naked watson 
- You know what I’m most intrugued by here? KEvin hogan and how does the HOU def 

react to no JJ watt and no Mercilus… big deal for the the right side of the defense 
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PITT/KC 
46- 25/21 KC-4 

- I can’t play ben on the road, but can’t trust the KC secondary not to get destroyed 
- KC -13, 4, 29, funnel 
- PIT- 4, 19, 4 reverse funnel 

- I mean how can we not be interested in AB and Hunt 
- Hunt had 32 touches last week and has faced  solid rush def in last three weeks, PHI, 

HOU, WAS, he gets a team this week that got smashed by fournette howard and alex 
coliings 

- The chiefs allowed 5 wr tds on sunday night--- WAHT 
- I think you have to have exposure to this game, it has shootout potential it also has 

disastrous potential for the QBs, the most trust weapons and volume pieces on both 
teams  

 
 
SF/WAS 
46.5, 18/28, WAS -10 

- I love love love naked kirk here, here’s why 
- SF 21, 29, 20, 3 
- WAS 6, 3, 8, 5 

- Was has been a mess with skill players so hard to porject where the offense is going-- 
Kelly has an ankle, perine gets touches, thompson has the most talent, Reed and Vern 
both get receptions every week, pryor hasn’t seen more the 4 tgts a week, crowder has 
only one game to his name and doctson has only 3 receptions 

- If you twist my arm-- it’s pryor he has the upside and the ability to attack them deep, or 
thompson 

- I also love the skins def here, they’ve been excellent this year and should be able to take 
advatntage of this team 

- George Kittle -- choo choo, negative game script WAS is 29th in AFPA to TE 
 
 
GB/MIN 
47, 25/21 GB -3.5 

- Divisional games like this make me instantly think under-- MIN/CHi, MIN/DET, under 
- Rodgers dominates opponents in the NFC north, +3, but the vikes are the only ones to 

get to him -1.68 in his last 3 years in MInny, with 19 pts each time 
- GB- 18, 17, 24, 1  
- MIN- 9, 6, 16, 22 

- There are so many weapons in this offense, it’s really hard not to want them, knowing 
they will put up points - adams is going to get waynes then that’s so appealing but I don;t 
love the chase 

- On the vikes side-- Diggs is really appealing he feasted against GB last year with 13 
catches 200 yds and 2 tds 
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- But he is seeing a decline in target share and has been very boom/bust thus far 
 
MIA/ATL 
47, 29/18 ATL -11 

- MIA is terrible as a team but decent defensively, limiting porduction 14th afpa to QB 11 
to RB 13 to WR, but hold on-- they’ve faced Cassell and McCown, as well as Brees and 
Rivers 

- Brees dominated this team- 30+ points in london, and Rivers went for 331 yard with an 
80% completion rate and 118 passer rating 

- Ryan and julio are in play, freeman in play as well 
- The issue that you worry about with an expensive asset like Julio and Ryan is -- will they 

run and hide with this game? Very possible and WR as bug home favorites can be so 
-so, either dominate or dud…. 

NE/NYJ 
47.5/ 19/28.5 NE-9.5 

- Jets have scraped together a few decent games here-- wins at CLE and against JAX at 
home but this team isn’t good 

- Jets 27, 31, 28 in AFPA to core positions 
- The backfield for pats is too hard to decipher but god it feels like a great week for Gil to 

hammer the goalline -- i just can’t guarantee anything- so the pats are GPP only 
- It’s an easy spot to go brady and Hogan, who we discussed yesterday is the 5th ranked 

fantasy receiver right now with 5 total TDs on the year and 60 yds /gameairyards leading 
all patriots in targets  

- The Jets are intriguing -- Pats are 29, 30, 29, 27 to the core positions-- but are we going 
to roster McCown? Negative gamescript should force volume but I can’t trust him after 
he only hung 20 pts on the browns, maybe a cheap elijah mcguire in play in tournaments 

LACH/OAK 
49-- 23/26-- OAK -3 

- I set this line on my own, it would be much higher if Carr was healthy but they say he will 
play, we saw the injured QB play last night-- how’d that go 

- OAK-- 26, 18, 22, 12 
- CH- 12, 27, 23, 2 

- So there is a lot to like here, namely Keenan allen, Mevlin gordon and maybe Marshawn 
Lynch 

- The Chargers Rush defense is n;ot good, they allowed the best day on the gorudn the 
Giants had all year and almost 200 yards to Eagles, Lynch will get 15+ touches and goal 
line work, he’s a cheap td in your tourney lineups 

- Oak oline should be able to dominate here, they have not been perfect in sack rate, but 
still one of the best units in the league 

- Allen is an obious move, double digit volume every week, we’ve seen the OAK 
secondary struggle at times, I think the floor is safe here, does he score IDK 
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- Crabtree or cooper will go off, they have both done it here before, crabtree has score din 
all 4 games aginst the chargers and cooper has two comlet duds and two games with 
130 yds and td…  

-  The issue is really that while these teams are allowing FP, playing people opp them 
hasnt really been a great move-- DEN in week 4, WAS week 3, LACH- Odell scored but 
it was a broken play, half his yards on a free play where corner bit on play action, Phi 
week 4 just ran the ball...I’m tilting already 

 
 
DET/NO 
50, 27/23 Saints--4.5 

- Line has moved for the saints -3.5 for saints, moved to 4.5 but total has dropped to the 
under here as well 

- Interesting-- I think people are recognizing the defenses on both sides improving 
- DET is solid in AFPA to all positions-- expcet the TE, 26th, fleener spot for sure 
- NO actually struggling the most with the RB, allowing 27th most points to the positon - I 

think Abduallah is an interesting tournament play here 
- The tricky thing is that this is a spot where we favor vegas OVER afpa- like Dak like 

week the Packers are good against the QB but have a few holes in performance  and a 
good offense moved the ball anyway-- Brees and Stafford very much in play  

- That said- while these QBs and WRs aren’t in perfect projectable positions-- we’ve seen 
strength from these defenses in certain spots, we’ve also seen them be flawed 

- NO- struggled massively in the first two games of the year then limited both 
Carolina and Miami, they have struggled with the TE as well and allowed a lot of 
deep route success this year 

- DET was excellent against ARI, MIN, NYG but got exposed by larger receivers 
on the Panthers last week 

- I do think we will get Slay shadowing Thomas on majority of routes, he did it will 
Julio and Odell, and Lattimore has been good on the outisde for Saints the sweet 
spot will be Golden tate in the slot here 
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